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?expand into Taylor/Fourier series
functions u and v are arbitrary

?

?correction beyond VCA - necessary for finite resistance
?scattering rates by Fermi golden rule
?only substitutional Mn  consideredGa

?  sum of electric and magnetic scattering potentialcoherent

Origin of the non-crystalline Anisotropic MagnetoResistance in (Ga,Mn)As
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Model definition

Possible mechanisms of the non-crystalline AMR

... their importance estimated numerically in the model

Anisotropic scattering time: simplifying the model

Analytical model:

Simpler - with aMore realistic - without a
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Phenomenology

Eq. (12)

Isotropic systems Crystals - 2D case (in-plane geometry)

Experimental

1) Band structure (VCA+MF)

?

?

?kinetic exchange with Mn d-states
?Virtual Crystal Approximation/Mean Field

6x6 Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian of GaAs valence band

3) Transport formalism: Boltzmann equation

2) Scattering 

Outlook - crystalline AMR

Framework: phenomenological formulae

resistivity: material property (depends only on y)

Symmetry constrains the most general form
Example: cubic crystal

direction of the current

Experiments: crystalline AMR
may be enhanced by strain (lithography)

Effective electric scattering strength:

Scattering rates (cyllindrically symmetric):

Total conductivity parallel to M (|| x):

where

2and for a<1/6 asinh is replaced by asin; further

and

Boltzmann eq. integration:
consider only states with 

wavevector k parallel to the current

?

?a = 0: 'magnetic barrier' - k M̂ feel 
nothing

?a = 1/2: magnetic and electric part 
cancel each other for k||M 
(coherent sum!)

?a ® ¥: electric scattering - no 
anisotropy

Return to the original scattering model

and consider again only

?

?singularity at a=1/2 is removed
?but overall character of the AMR 

remains unchanged

Conclusions
?AMR = combined effect of spin-orbit interaction and magnetisation
?general classification of (non-crystalline) AMR sources presented
?non-crystalline AMR in (Ga,Mn)As primarily due to anisotropic scattering times introduced by 

anisotropic scatterers (Mn magnetic moments); caveat: coherent addition of the electric part 
(Mn = ionized acceptor)

?suggested experimental test: systems with different effective electric scattering strength a
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Minority heavy-hole Fermi surface,
colour-coded scattering rates

magnetisation

AMR almost vanishes by
?putting G(k)=const,   
?setting J =0 during the pd

evaluation of G(k)

Conclusion:
?scatterer anisotropy 

[mech. (b)] crucial
?wavefunction anisotropy 

[mech. (c)] causes 
quantitative corrections

?mechanisms are not 
always additive:            
(b)+(c)¹(b+c)

AMR as a function of x in Ga Mn As1-x x

x enters the model via

?hole density
?exchange field
?(concentration of scatterers)

  deformed Fermi velocities polarized scatterers polarized holes

anisotropic relaxation timesanisotropic band structure

(a) (b) (c)

A B

D E

6-band warped model

    spherical 
approximation

        light holes
 do not carry current

      no scattering from
heavy to light hole bands

terminus: two spherical heavy hole bands

where

Dk

Fermi distribution under
influence of electric field (voltage)

For vanishing exchange, the 
heavy hole bands are 
displaced circles, 
wavefunctions are have s||k

C
    zero exchange

Ref [2]

Ref [1]

3D case - Limmer et al. [3]:

two non-commuting
operators! - Zeeman & SO

DSO

R >R̂||

magnetic Mn moments

screened Coulomb potential (Mn = ionized acceptor)
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